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ihu objective is "what.“ juotificotion ii

 

and feeling of truth is “ho .” ”hcso are three brothers.

 

cos — this is  51nd of Justification is absolutely con.

a-y sometin s but not always. Another kind of justifi—.
1

o n o u a

cation is when 1 am able to justify without having any idea

of why - it is justified from the intuitive port of my cre-

ative being, but it is true and we believe in it. this kind

of justification we call the aura of jug»ific&tion - something

very intangible hut very important. It given the tone. the

:idea of what is icing on, but it i5 very like an a ra.

The actor possesses two possibilities for justifi-

cation - the subconscious and the conscious approach - and he

must be quite {roe in his use of these two things. Eio can

feel stiffness in his limbs. for instance. as Deirdre does as

the old 5 ther in fialladina. When the actor is using tie

 

subconscious approach, he is knee 3: the door of his

 

actor's being by his talent. by his intuition.

is his own world — he can experience anything he likes in it.

it is his own world. .

m one kin-z

 

talent uni it rasconds. and in the o.ncr we use conscious

  

?icn‘ion -
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As an actor you must exercise this by doing small tasks at

home — for justification, fbr the objective, and for the feel—

ing of truth.

QUALI'L" ES:
_. '

Let us do the exercise with the chairs — first let

the chaiz be as light as air and then as heavy as lead. the

only danger in this exercise is that you may begin to act, and

that is not necessary - you must be yourself doing the exercise

of lifting and moving the chair with the qualities of lightness

and of heaviness, giving these qualities to the object.

Cusquma:

Uesigners meeting: For gellggiug the whole pre—

greaaion of her costumes must be a stiffening, darkezfing and

enclosing quality throughout. In lighting this scene. the more

primitive the colors you take the less interesting it will be.

If you try to find a more subtle combination of colors. it

will hot be so clashing. ihie applies also to the costumes.

You must realize the difference between slmvlo and agigigigg.

For Soplane you must experiment with the cloaks and the geek.

Lu: production of Ballndina is such a human ehe that it would

be wrong to have Uoplana in too stylized a mask. the Saint's

face must be in the same style - veLy human, in OLdBL to be

in keeping with the feet of the play.

in this scene which is psychological ftgn the 50-

ginnir; to the end, any stiifacas in the costumes will kill it.


